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antibody!used,!or!the!mRNA!was!below!the!sensitivity!threshold!of!the!method!used!to!detect!it.!The!size!location!of!the!detected!IL@7!protein!was!not!where!it!was!expected!based!on!its!predicted!size.!When!formed,!IL@7!folds!into!a!20kD!protein!that!is!then!excreted!from!the!cell.!After!excretion,!IL@7!often!forms!a!heterodimer!with!hepatocyte!growth!factor!beta!(HGF@β)!and!functions!as!a!growth!factor!for!pre@pro@B!cell!growth(Mackall!2006).!The!beta!chain!of!HGF!is!34kD!and!when!dimerized!with!the!20kD!IL@7!protein!produces!a!54kD!heterodimer.!When!IL@7!was!imaged!on!the!western!blot!it!was!located!between!the!50!and!60kD!protein!markers,!thus!indicating!the!dimerized!form!was!likely!being!detected.!A!follow!up!western!blot!to!confirm!the!presence!of!HGF@β!would!have!been!ideal,!but!the!reagents!were!not!readily!accessible.!! !
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Figure'5)'Western'Blot'of'TSH,'IL)7'and'ACTB'!
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6.#DISCUSSION#AND#CONCLUSION#
! !Thyroid!stimulating!hormone!is!found!in!several!extra!pituitary!sources!in!the!body.!In!addition!to!the!functions!TSH!has!in!regulating!metabolism,!it!also!plays!a!role!in!the!immune?endocrine!network,!and!is!expressed!in!lymphocytes,!T?cells,!intestinal!epithelia,!and!keratinocytes.!The!objective!of!this!project!was!to!evaluate!human!cervical!derived!epithelial!cell!lines!as!an!additional!source!of!TSH!production.!!In!the!2005!study!by!Scofield!et!al.,!TSH!expression!was!investigated!in!the!intestinal!villi!of!the!mouse!small!intestine.!They!found!that!in!the!intestinal!villi!TSH!is!localized!to!cryptopatches!that!co?express!IL?7!and!c?kit,!locations!are!thought!to!be!the!primary!development!sites!of!intestinal!epithelial!lymphocytes!(IELs).!When!these!cells!were!exposed!to!rotavirus!infection,!TSH!expression!in!the!cells!increased.!They!postulated!that!TSH!is!being!re?activated!in!the!infected!cells,!either!as!a!response!to!signaling!within!the!cells!or!from!TRH!produced!by!nearby!IELs,!and!this!increase!in!TSH!levels!may!play!a!role!in!activating!the!IELs!in!response!to!a!viral!antigen!being!present.!!! In!the!cervical!cell!lines!examined,!this!TSH?IL?7!relationship!seemed!to!be!maintained!to!a!degree.!The!best!example!was!in!the!non?cancerous!ECT?1!cell!line,!which!had!a!much!higher!expression!of!IL?7!than!any!of!the!other!cell!types,!and!also!had!the!second!highest!expression!of!TSH.!The!other!cell!type!that!had!
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detectable!levels!of!IL?7!expression!was!the!SW756!cell!line,!and!it!also!had!the!highest!level!of!TSH!expression.!The!C33A!and!HeLa!cell!lines!did!not!have!detectable!IL?7!mRNA!expression,!but!seemed!to!have!low!levels!of!detectable!IL?7!protein,!and!were!the!lowest!TSH!producers.!! The!effect!of!viral!infection!in!the!cervical!cell!lines!on!TSH!production!cannot!be!determined!from!this!small!study,!although!it!is!notable!that!expression!was!greater!in!the!HPV?infected!normal!epithelial!line!(Ect1)!than!the!non?infected!epithelial!carcinoma!line!(C33A).!The!mouse!study!referenced!above!was!performed!on!whole!tissues!so!interactions!between!cell!types!could!be!observed.!In!the!cervical!cell!lines!analyzed,!the!two!highest!producers!of!TSH!transcript!were!both!HPV!positive,!but!with!only!four!cell!types!it!is!difficult!to!make!any!conclusions.!Determining!the!effect!of!HPV!infection!on!TSH!production!was!not!a!goal!of!this!particular!paper,!but!the!idea!that!TSH!might!have!a!functional!role!in!HPV!infection!and!subsequent!carcinogenesis!was!a!component!of!our!initial!hypothesis.!In!the!mouse!intestinal!villi!study!viral!infection!up?regulated!TSH!expression.!It!will!be!interesting!to!expand!this!study!into!a!much!larger!sample!set!that!can!appropriately!evaluate!the!relationship!between!TSH!expression!and!HPV!infection.!!This!study!was!an!important!first!step!in!determining!whether!TSH!is!produced!by!cervical!epithelium!and!it’s!functions.!!The!objective!was!to!begin!with!a!cell!culture!system!for!preliminary!testing.!!It!is!acknowledged!that!this!preliminary!analysis!has!a!few!shortfalls.!First!and!foremost!is!that!no!good!
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“normal”!or!control!cell!line!was!identified.!Commercial!non?transformed!human!cervical!epithelial!cell!lines!were!simply!unavailable!for!the!study.!Confirmation!of!TSH!expression!in!tissue!or!a!primary!cell!line!would!be!optimal!because!it!more!closely!mimics!in!vitro!conditions.!Now!that!our!data!has!shown!the!presence!of!TSH!in!cell!lines,!primary!cell!or!tissue!experiments!would!be!an!appropriate!follow?up.!Another!potential!issue!with!the!way!this!project!was!designed!is!that!all!the!cell!lines!were!morphologically!different!and!no!conclusive!comparisons!could!be!made!to!determine!whether!cancer!state!or!viral!infection!had!any!effect!on!TSH!production.!To!some!extent,!this!reflects!the!nature!of!cell!culture!experiments!versus!primary!tissue!analysis.!Conversely!though,!the!inclusion!of!several!types!of!cervical!epithelial!cell!lines!makes!a!better!case!that!TSH!is!likely!expressed!in!all!lines!and!not!just!cell!lines!with!a!certain!phenotype.!!These!results!would!justify!additional!work!to!examine!expression!in!tissue!biopsies!or!tissues!from!other!sources.! !There!are!several!future!directions!for!this!research!to!go!into!that!are!beyond!the!scope!of!this!initial!project.!First!would!be!to!determine!the!role!of!TSH!in!cervical!epithelial!cells,!and!to!answer!the!question!of!why!this!protein!is!being!expressed!in!this!tissue.!In!other!tissues!TSH!plays!a!role!in!the!immune?endocrine!network,!and!it!would!be!reasonable!to!hypothesize!it!has!the!same!function!in!cervical!cells.!As!with!the!intestinal!villi!studied!in!the!Scofield!paper,!the!cervical!epithelia!cells!act!as!a!barrier!between!internal!and!external!spaces.!Therefore!it!would!be!important!in!to!have!similar!mechanisms!in!the!cervical!cells!to!protect!
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against!a!potential!viral!threat!as!those!seen!in!the!intestinal!villi.!This!possible!TSH!action!in!response!to!a!viral!infection!would!be!another!future!direction!of!study.!A!larger!study!would!be!needed!to!look!at!more!cell!types!and!determine!if!HPV!infection!or!even!the!resulting!cancerous!state!effect!expression!of!TSH,!or!if!it!plays!a!role!in!the!epidemiology.!The!cancerous!phenotype!is!highly!variable!and!different!forms!of!cancer!cells!act!very!differently!from!each!other!and!could!have!varying!effects!on,!or!interactions!with,!the!regulatory!pathways!that!are!associated!with!TSH!in!cervical!epithelial!cells.!This!project!has!provided!physical!data!to!show!strong!evidence!that!TSH!is!produced!in!several!cervical!epithelial!cell!lines.!It!has!also!shown!that!TSH!is!expressed!in!a!relatively!consistent!manner!despite!differences!in!phenotype!of!the!cell!lines.!This!project!has!also!shown!that!IL?7!mRNA!is!expressed!at!detectable!levels!in!two!cervical!cell!lines,!and!that!western!blot!detected!IL?7!protein!is!present!in!all!cell!lines.!This!project!was!simple!in!design!and!effective!in!showing!that!the!genes!of!interest!are!being!expressed!in!several!cervical!cell!lines.!This!research!provides!data!that!establishes!a!foundation!for!further!research!to!address!the!functional!role!of!TSH!in!cervical!epithelium.!!!! !
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